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AI·Khawarizmi's Algebra:
The First Paradigm in Algebra
found in laborat ories, textbooks, exa mination s,
and journals (p. ]82).
Towhat extent do the constructs of paradigm and para-
digm shiftdescribe ma thematics and its historical de -
velopmen t? The p aradigm cons truc t seems to be
ap plicable to mathematics in both mean ings of para-
digm.Mathem aticians have always constituted a w ell-
defined group that has shared a sophis ticated system
of symbolic generaliza tions, commitments to accep ted
beliefs and value s, and a di stinct body of examples
with highly struc tured relations.
In the second sense, a paradigm is view ed as the
shared examples themselves which provide the basis
for acquired sim ilarity relations that enable the mem-
ber s of a scientific communi ty to rega rd sim ilar situa-
tions as subjects for applying the same scientific law.
According to Kuhn, a revolution is a special "sort of
change involving a certain sort of recons tru ction of
group commitments" (p. ] 81). Kuhn argues that in
normative science, thi s change is tri ggered by a crisi s
generated by incompatible ways of practicing the dis -
cip line by the particular scientific community.
KUHN'SPARADIGM
Kuhn' contends that the development of science pro-
ceeds in paradigm shifts which involve revolution-
ary transitions. For Kuhn, "a paradigm is wha t the
members of a scientific community share, and, con-
versely, a scientific community consists of men who
share a paradigm" (p. ]76). In the first sense (i.e . what
a scientific community shares) a p aradigm may be
viewed as a "d isciplinary matrix" whose componen ts
include:
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The rationalist historians of mathematics consider the history of mathematics as the history of
homogeneous growth of mathematicai knowledge using essentiaify the unchanged axiomatic
method. The fafiibiiists regard the growth of mathematics as a result of a dialecticalprocess in
whichcounter-examples toconjectures (theorems) lead torestructuring knowledge in mathemat·
ics or in its sub-fields.
INTROOUCTION
This paper addresses the question of the first para-
digm in algeb ra, an achievemen t universally recog-
n iz ed to be th at of the Arab m athematician
Mohammed Ibn Mus a Al-Khawarizmi (first half of the
ninth century AD ). Firs t, the p ap er will d iscuss the
usefuln ess of Kuhn's concep t of paradigm in describ-
ing major deve lop ments in ma thematics and ed uca-
tion. Second, it w ill describe the pre-Al-Khawarizmi
paradigm in algebra (henceforth, referred to as the pre-
hi storic paradigm ). Thi rd, Al-Khaw arizmi's algebra
will be described . Then fourth , Al-khawarzmi's alge-
bra will be ana lyzed as a paradigm, and finally some
pedagogical implications w ill be di scussed .
1. Symbolic gene ralizations (expressions univer-
sally accepted by members of a scientific commu-
nity).
2. Shared commitments to cer tain beliefs among
members.
3. Values which are widely shared among differ-
ent communities belonging to the same discipline .
4. Shared examples of concrete p roblem-solutions
When it comes to the descript ion of the historical de-
velopment of mathematics, sharp disagreements arise.
One can recognize two schools of though t in this re-
ga rd. The rationalist historians of mathematics con-
sider the history of mathematics as the history of ho-
mogeneous growth of mathematical knowledge us-
ing essentially the unchanged axiomatic method.The
fallibilists regard the grow th of mathematics as a re-
sult of a dialectical process in which counter-examples
to conjectu res (theo rems) lead to restructu ring knowl-
edge in ma thematics or in its sub-fields. To Lakatos' ,
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wh o has best articulated the fallibilists' position, the
incons istencies and their refu tations have led to
changes in the dominant theory resu lting in the reor-
ganization of our knowledge. Thus, for instance, "the
pa rad oxicali ty, and , indeed, seeming inconsistency of
arithmetic induced the Greeks to abandon arithmetic
Ina sense, these revolutions in education may be looked
at asparadigm shifts notso much in theresearch con-
cepts andmethodologyas in the conception andprac-
tices of education.
as the dominant theory and replace it by geometry"
(p. 125). Lakatos's interpretation of the history of math-
ematics seems to be consistent with Kuhn 's concept
of paradigm shift in science.
Educa tion, however, is a different matter. It is very
difficult to argue for a pa radigm in ed ucation in
Kuhn's sense. Historically, ed ucators have neither
formed a distinct group with shared symbolic gener-
alizations, beliefs, values and exemplars, nor have the
latter constituted a well-defined basis for theory-build-
ing. Nevertheless, there have been throughout history
basic changes in education resulting in revolutions in
educa tional concep ts and practices. Examples of such
revolutions are: the introduction of the alphabet, the
shift of respons ibili ty for teaching from home to
school, and the introduction of printing.A fourth revo-
lution is predicted as a result of computer technol-
ogy. In a sense, these revolutions in education may be
looked at as paradigm shifts not SO much in the re-
search concepts and methodology as in the concep-
tion and practices of education.
THE PRE·HISTORIC PARADIGM
Whatever algebra existed before AI-Khawarizmi had
neither a specific form nor a specific name to distin-
guish it from other fields of knowledge. What actu-
ally existed was rudimentary knowledge of some con-
cepts and techniques involved in quadratic equations
not so much as independent and distinct techniques
but rath er as incidental solutions of specific and iso-
lated p roblems. In the paragraph that follows, we
present a brief historical account of algebraic ana lysis
before Al-Khawar izm i. More details are given in
Karp inski' .
Simple equations of the first degree in one unknown
are found in the oldes t mathematical textbook, the
Ahmes Papyrus of about 1700 B.c. Later quadratic
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equations appeared in Egypt in the context of area
measurement. Square numbers such as S" + 41 = .9 were
also used by Egypti ans to construct right angles. Con-
tempor ary with the Egyp tians, the ancient Baby-
lonians also constructed tables of squares and cubes.
Greek mathematicians were familiar with geometri-
cal solutions of quadratic equations as early as the fifth
century B.c. as it appea rs in the solutions of specific
problems in the writings of Pythagoras, Hippocra tes,
and Euclid . Analytical solu tions of quadratic equa-
tions appear around the beginning of the Christian
Era in the works of Heron of Alexandria. Diophantus,
the great Greek mathematician, solved analytically
(about A.D. 250> the three types of quad ratic equ a-
tions (ax1 + bx = c, ar' +c =bx, and ax' = bx + c. with
positive coefficients and roots) in the context of solv-
ing other problems. In the fifth centu ry B.c., Hindu
mathematicians gave ru les for the numerical solution
of some quad ratic equations using the method of com-
pleting the square .Though most of the algebraic ideas
and techniques were known before AI-Khawarizmi,
it is difficult to trace the algebra of AI-Khaw arizmi to
any of his pred ecessors. As Karp inski- comments:
Yet we need to notice that we are deal-
ing with the independent appearances
of algebraic ideas and that the ma th-
ematics of Babylon, China. Greece, and
Ind ia were developing from within (p.
i n ,
THE ALGEBRA OF AL·KHAWARIZMI
The algebra of Al-Khawari zrni will be briefly de-
scribed using a photocopy (ava ilable at the [afet Li-
brary of the American Uni versity of Beirut) of the
English translation by Rosen ' of th e "Algebra of
Mohammad Ben Musa"(Al-Khawarizmi). Rosen also
included in his translation a p rinted vers ion of the
Arab ic manuscri pt preserved in the Bodleian collec-
tion at Oxford .
Al-Khawarizmi starts his mathematical trea tise by
definitions of his basic mathematical terms: root or
unknown, thing (variable), square (called 'money'), ar-
ithmetical operations, equality, equation . He then pro-
ceeds to define his mathematical concep ts: first de-
gree equa tion in one un known, second degree equa-
tion in one unknown, binomia l, trinomial, solution of
an equation, proof. He ends this section by proving
his first corollary that all six forms of qu adratic equa-
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25 5x
5 x
(x+5)2= x2 + lOx + 25
= 39 + 25
= 64
x+5 = 8
(negative roots were not recognized)
x=3
Figure 1
Geometricproof for the case x2 + 10x = 39
lions admissible under the conditions of positive so-
lutions can be reduced to the three sta ndard forms:
X2+ px = q
x2 + q = px
x2 =px + q.
Al-Khawarizmi proceeds next to solve sys tematically
each of the standard forms of quadratic equa tions
using the method of completing the square, essentially
in the form one would fin d in any high school alge-
bra textbook three decades ag o.
Geome tric proofs are presented for each of the three
cases. Figure 1 shows a geo metric proof for the case
of x1+ l Ox = 39.
Al-Khawarizmi, then, deals w ith binomials as num-
bers and introduces the four operations on them. Hav-
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ing developed the theory of quadratic equations, AI-
Khawarizmi proceeds to apply his theory in four ar-
eas: numbers, mercantile transactions, measurement,
and inheritance. The section on inh eritance entitled
"legacies" is by far the largest in the AI-Khawarizmi's
book (more than half) and probably the most difficult
to understand from a non-Islamic perspective. Inher-
itance laws are part of the Koran and hence are part
of Islamic jurisdiction even in modem times . These
laws- very sophisticated, detailed, and comprehen-
sive-remain applicab le even today. Because of the
vastness of the Arab empire (from Morocco to China),
many different algorithms exis ted in different parts
of the empire . Developing standard techniques for
dealing with inheritance problems was a priority for
the judi cial sys tem of the state in order to work out
inheritance deals and settle disputes. Al-Khawarizrni
included in this section a comprehensive set of inher-
itance problems which model the various situations
which may arise in Islamic inheritance laws. In many
cases, the problems led to quadratic equations.
THE FIRST PARADIGM IN ALGEBRA
Historians of mathematics agree wi th the sta tement
made by Karp inski- in the introduction to his tran sla-
tion to English of Chester's Lat in manuscript
The activity of the great Arabic math-
ema ticians Abu Abdallah Mohamme d
Ibn Musa Al-Khawarizmi marks the
beginning of that period of mathemati-
cal history in which analysis assumed
a place on a leve l w ith geometry; and
his algebra gav e a definite form to the
ideas which we have been setting forth
(p.13).
The work ofAI-Khawarizmi inalgebra constituleda core
shared byanew scientific community ofalgebraisls.
The preh istoric paradigm (prior to Al-Khawarizrni)
was not a paradigm in Kuhn's sense. For instance, it is
hard to establish that whatever algebraic knowledge
had existed in the pre-historic period constituted a
disciplinary matrix. None of the components of a dis-
cipllnary matrix as defined by Kuhn! is identifiab le in
the pre-his toric algebraic pa radigm. For one, no sym-
bolic generalizations belonging to algebra had devel-
oped to be universally accepted by members of an
id entifiable scientific community. Not even a name
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existed to describe the rudimentary and isolated alge-
bra ic knowledge that Greeks, Hindus, and Arabs had
possessed in the pre-historic period. . Since there was
no distinct and independent body of knowledge in
algebra in the pre-histor ic paradigm, one can safely
say that there was no distinct scien tific community
(algebraists) identi fiable within each of the cultures in
which algebraic ideas were independently emerging.
We p resent and provide support to the hypothesis that
AI-Khawarizmi 's algebra marked the first algebraic
paradigm in Kuhn's sense. First , the technical lan-
guage that Al-Khawarizmi use d or developed cons ti-
tuted a well-defined set of symbolic generalizations
which had been universally accepted by a scientific
community of algebrais ts through the centuries. One
example of the lasting impact of AI-Khawarizmi's
symbo lic generaliza tions is best rep resented by the
name he gave to the new fledgling field of know ledge .
Al-jabr (Arabic root is "[abara"meaning either to "com-
pel" or to "reduce a fracture") has been used to refer to
the field all through the centuries and has been uni-
versa lly adopted by almost all languages. It is not con-
ceivable to assume that the name algebra wo uld have
been universally adopted were it not for the signifi-
cance of the referent field it denotes. The name alge-
bra is unmistakably of Arabic origin and its etymol-
ogy has been the subjec t of ma ny investigations.! The
controversy involves whether the meaning of word
"jabr" in ordinary Arabic refers to a specific mathemati-
cal operation or the field of science itself . The work
'algorithm ' itself deriv es from "Al-Khawarizmi".
The work of AI-Khawarizmi in algebra cons titu ted a
core shared by a new scientific community of alge-
braists. On the Arab side, some algebraists of whom
the best known is Omar Khayyam (about 1045-1123
AD), who tried to extend Al-Khawarizmi's work to
solu tions of h igher degree equations. Other alge-
brais ts, of whom Al-Karkhi (d ied about 1029) is best
known, tried to su rpass AI-Khawarizmi's work by at-
tempting to "arithmetize" algebra; i.e., to apply arith-
metical opera tions on algebraic expressions . For both
trends, the work of AI-Khawarizmi was the star ting
point to the extent that many of the equations used
by AI-Khawarizmi (for example, Xl + l Ox =39) ap-
peared in the algebras of Arab as we ll as European
mathematicians); "When towa rds the beginning of the
twelfth century European scholars turned to Islam for
ligh t, the works of Mohammad Ibn Musa came to oc-
cupy a p rominent place in their stud ies" (p. 23).
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Mohammad Ibn Muse, o f co urse, ref er s to AI-
Khawarizmi. Th e many trans lations of AI-
Khawarizmi 's treatise on algebra attest to its role as
the core of shared algebraic kn ow ledge of a growing
scientific communi ty of algebraists. The best known
Latin translation of AI-Khawarizmi's treatise was done
by Robert of Chester. Translations to othe r European
languages were based on Chester's translation except
for that of Rosen .' The translated manuscripts consti-
tuted the basic text for the study of algebra and a ref-
erence for scholars in the field .
The scientific community of algebraists came to share
common beliefs and values rega rding their field of
study, One such basic belief was tha t of an existence
of a mathem atical system distinct from known math-
ematical systems at the time. The core of the value
system is the appreciation of algebra as an applied
field of mathematics besides being of value to ma th-
ematics itself.Such belief and value sys tems could not
have developed in isolati on from the wo rk of AI-
Khawarizmi .
Next we tum our attention to the body of knowled ge
(shared examples in Kuhn's sense) produced by AI-
Khawarizmi to establish the extent to which this
know ledge represented points of departure from the
then existing mathematical knowledge.
ANewMathematical System
In retrospect, Al-Khaw arizmi's algebra seems to be the
first mathematical theory in algebra; i.e ., the theory
of the first and secon d degree equations in one un-
known. An examination of the stru cture and devel-
opment of Al-Khawar izmi 's algebra (refer to section
on "The Algebra ofAI-Khaw arizmi") will reveal a con-
scious effort to construct a coherent ma thematical
theory as we know it now:
1. AI-Khawa rizmi's theory starts with clear defin i-
tions of technical terms, the most imp ortant of
which for algebra are the concepts of "thing" (vari-
able), "unknown", and "roo t." The basic concep ts
are then defined in terms of the technical terms
and are independent of any application. The mos t
signi ficant concepts are those of firs t and secon d
degree equations together with the related bino-
mial and trinomial algebra ic expressions.
2. Having laid the ground, Al-Khawarizmi charac-
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terlzes systematically the types of qu adratic equa-
tions whose coefficients are positive rational num-
bers (ax2 = b x, ax2=c, bx =c.ar" + bx =c, ar+ c =
bx, ar =bx + d . This development differs from
pre-h istoric algebraic practice in that the purpose
of quadratic equations was not to solve a series of
problems bu t rathe r to cha racterize all types of
quadratic equations as ma thematical objects to be
investigated ind ependently of any application.
3. The development progresses to a higher level of
abs traction by transfonning the six types of qu a-
dratic equations to the three canonical forms (r +
px = g, x'= px + g, x' + g= px).
4. A general algorithm (completing the square) for
solving the three canonical forms is then pre-
sented. The solution (in the set of positive ra tio-
nal numbers) is complete and covers all cases in-
cl uding the ca se of x2 + q = px where AI-
Khawarizmi indicates that "the instance is impos-
sible" (p. 12) when g > (p /2)' .
5. Nex t, AI-Khawarizmi provides geometric proofs
for each type of quadratic equation. Geometric
proofs were very we ll known to the Greeks (see
the section "Algebra before Al-Khawa rizmi") .The
value of AI-Khawarizmi's contribution in this re-
ga rd is the systema tic utiliza tion of proof to vali-
da te sta tements (algorithms) tha t followed from
a mathem atical system.
6. The last step in the theory is the extension of the
four ope rations, including the square root , to the
bin omia l algebraic expressions of the form ax + b.
Algebraic expressions in their full generality are dealt
with as num bers. In othe r words, we ha ve a new
mathema tical system on a new set of mathe ma tical
objects.
A New Representation System
According to Kaput", a referential extension provides
meaning to a notation sys tem. For example, the mean-
ing of second degree polynomial exp ressions in one
unknown (a notation system) may be provided by
their graphical referents (Xl + 2x + 3 rep resents its
graphical referent; i.e., the parabola). When there is a
well-defined cor respondence between the syntax of
the notat ion sys tem A and the syn tax of referential
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extension B, "then we ofte n refer to A and B and the
correspondence between them as com prising a rep-
resentation system" (p.169).
Wha t then are the contributions of Al-Khawarizmi's
algebra to representation sys tems? One can cite three
speci fic contribu tions in this rega rd. First, AI-
Khawarizmi extended the notation sys tem of positive
rational numbers to include the "unknown" or "root"
and the "square" as new notations <though in words
and not letters) in such a way tha t the syntax ru les of
posit ive rational numbers apply to the new notations.
It is clear from the opening paragraphs of his book
that such a coherent extens ion of the notation system
was his first task. His extension of the notation sys-
tem of positive ra tional numbers to include the "vari-
able" is a milestone in the history of representation
sys tems. Second, AI-Khawa rizmi used natu ral lan-
guage as a referen tial extension for his algeb ra. The
correspondence between the syntax of the notational
sys tem and that of natural language was well-defined
and consisten t. The representa tion system thus devel-
oped was of such power tha t it dominated algebra
for four centuries and wa s used not only in the origi-
nallanguage of the text but also in the languages to
which Al-Khawarizmi's book was translat ed <Latin
and o ther European Lang uages ). Th ird , AI-
Khawarizmi used geome tric figures to represent the
extended positive rational nu mbers (a notation sys-
tem). Anumber (positive rational or "unknown") was
represented by a line segment and a product by a rect-
angle. The correspo nde nce be tween the sy ntac tic
structures of the two systems is natural and well-de-
fined. Al-Khawarizmi was not by any means the in-
ventor of this kind of representation because it was
very well known to the Greeks and others. The con-
tribu tion of AI-Khaw arizmi in this regard is that he
pushed the idea of represen ting numbers by figu res
to the level of a well-developed representation sys-
tem.
A Model of aMathematical System
Up to Al-Khawarizmi's time, the thrust of the devel-
opment of mathematics had been either to develop a
purely ma thematical sys tem (Euclidean geometry, for
example) or to find mathematical techniques to deal
with specific types of situat ions (Egyp tian and
Babylon ian mathema tics). AI-Khawariz mi's work
marks an early and rare example in which the full cycle
of a model w as ac h ieved . Th e al geb ra o f AI·
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Khawarizmi moved from ident ifying situations to
modeling such situations by a math ematical sys tem
and valid ating the mathematical system by applying
the latter to a variety of situations much broader than
the one with which he started . That AI-Khawarizmi
had exactly that frame of min d is clear from his manu-
script.' In the preface to his boo k, he mentions tha t
his intention was to p rovide:
Wha t is easiest and most useful in
arithmetic , such as men constantly re-
qui re in cases of inheritance, legacies,
part ition, law-su its, and trad e, and in
all their dealings with one another, or
where the measuring of lands, the dig-
ging of canals, geometrical computa-
tion, and other objects of various sorts
and kinds are concerned-relying on the
good ness of my int en tion therein...
Cp.3).
Next, Al-Khawarizmi proceeds to develop a math-
ematical system which, thou gh motivated by the con-
texts mentioned earl ier, transcends these contexts and
is independent of any of them. When the mathemati-
cal sys tem (quadratic equations) is fully developed
it is aga in app lied in a variety of contexts including
those wh ich had motivated the development of the
mathematical system itself.
PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
The pedagog ical obstacles that students experience in
learning algebra derive, to a large part, from two
sources:prior arithmetical experience and translation
from na tura l language. Research has indica ted many
pedagog ical problems arising from prior arithmetical
experience. One example of such difficulti es is the
process-product dilemma; i.e., the failure to accept that
the process "x + 3" is itself the final answer Iproductj."
Another example of such difficulties is concatena tion,
which denotes implicit add ition in arithmetic (for ex-
ample, 3 1/ 2) and multip lication in algebra (for ex-
ample 6x). Among the many di fficulties that students
encounter due to the translation of natural language
is the misconcep tion that a letter that represents a
word ('b" for blue) represents a set in natu ral language
but rep resents a number in algebra.'
Clement, Lochhead, and Soloway'vhave identified an-
other difficulty which ar ises from syn tactic transla-
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tion from natural language to variable symbols (for
example, "six times as many students as professors"
is very often mistaken ly transla ted into 6S = P, where
5 is the number of students and P the number of pro-
fessors).
Algebra and Prior Arithmetical Experience
What lessons can we learn from the early stages of
the evolution of algebra regarding the nature of such
pedagogical obs tacles? If one attempts to analyze the
nature of the two ped agogical obstacles arising from
prior arithmetical experience or translation from natu-
ral language, one is likely to observe that both ob-
stacles relate to the rep resentation of algebra. The
pedagogical obstacle associated with prior arithmeti-
cal experience may probably be traced to the miscon-
ception that the symbol sys tem of the alphabet with
its morphology is a representation of algebra. Obvi-
ously, this is not the case because there is no well-de-
fined correspondence between the morp hology of the
alphabet and that of algebra. The ea rly algebra of Al-
Khawarizmi prov ides a helpful insight into the rela-
tionsh ip between ari thme tic and algeb ra . Al-
Khawarizmi views the relationship as that of exten-
sion rather than representation. In other words, the
arithmetical sys tem is extended by adding new sym-
bols for new numbers; i.e., the root and the square.
Consequently the syntax of arithmetic applies to the
extended set in a natural way. In my judgment, this
view of the relationship between arithmetic and alge-
bra is critical in removing many misconceptions in the
early stages of learning and teaching algebra.
Algebra and Natural Language
The relationship of algebra to natural language is an-
other problematic area which may benefit from stud y-
ing the historical development of algebra. The typ ical
algebra curriculum has been characterized by an early
introduction of variable and operation symbols. In the
last three decades, a trend has been observed in which
intermediate rep resentations of place-holders are used
as variable symbols in elementary classes in math-
ematics to prepare students for the introduction of the
formal standard algebraic symbols in post-elementary
grades. The early introd uction of a symbol sys tem
does no t seem to correspond to the historical devel-
opment of algebra which was represented by natural
language by AI-Khawarizmi and subsequen tly by
other algebraists for four centuries. There is a natural
correspondence between the syntax of the natural lan-
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guage and that of the generalized arithmetic of alge-
bra. According to Kapur , one major sou rce of math-
ematical meaning is "via translations between math-
ematical representations and non-mathem atical sys·
terns" (p.168). It wo uld perhaps be worth considering
the payoff of using na tural langu age to represent in-
trod uctory algebraic concepts. Na tural language is
normally fully developed at the time stu dents start
their study of algebra. It is plausible to assume, there-
fore, that represen tation via a familia r and well-de-
veloped sys tem is more effective in providing mean-
ing than via an unfamiliar system (like the alphabet).
This possibility ought to be looked into serious ly, par-
ticularl y because it had served the science of algebra
for more than four centuries.
Geometric Representation of Quadratic Equations
A promising system for representing algebra is the
sub-system of geometry. Al-Khawarizmi ad apted this
represen tation from Greek ma thematicians and used
it extens ively in providing "proofs" for his algorithms
for solving quadratic equa tions. The power of this
representation resides in its visual concrete form, a
feature whic h renders it valuable for beginning alge-
bra students. The correspondence between the two is
simple and natur al. Segments represent numbers and
"unkn owns" by matching the length of a segment to
the number or "unknown"; addition corresponds to
join ing, and multiplication corresponds to the area of
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algebra and metric measures of geometric figu res is a
powerful pedagogical tool which merits more atten-
tion. It was an efficient tool in the hands of the shaper
of algebra, and there should be no reason why it
sho uld not be as powerful in the hands of a begin-
ning learner of algeb ra.
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de-emp hasize algebra as a symbol system whose syn-
tax is to be mas tered in favor of structuring algebra as
a science which is grounded in real life applications.
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